
  

  Learning at Home during School Closures for P3   
DAILY ACTIVITIES  

 W 
 

Literacy 
 

Reading/Writing Task 
 
Today we are looking at the funny poem ‘A 
Dug, A Dug’ by Bill Keys 
 
Learning Intention: I can translate at least 2 
verses into English. 
 
Steps to Success: 
 

1. Listen to Miss Knust reciting the 
poem and think about the meanings 
of the words you may not have 
heard of. The poem is in your Files 
for today. 

2. Choose at least 2 verses and 
translate the verses into English. 

 
This task is an Assignment therefore you will 
find the task posted in the General channel 
and in Assignments. 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Maths 

 
Today we are going to talk about arrays. Arrays are an important 
step in developing the number sense relating to large numbers 
and multiplication. 
 
Learning Intention: 
I can use arrays to help me understand counting in groups. 
I can use arrays to help me create and solve multiplication sums. 
I understand the x represents multiplication and can be used to 
talk about groups. 
 
Resources: counters, arrays dominoes cards, maths matching 
cards (2x,3x,5x) 
 
Activity: Watch the first video with Mr Cairney where he reviews 
arrays and some of the Key Points:  
Arrays are in rows and columns and help us count in groups 
You can represent an array with a multiplication sum 
You can reverse the order of a multiplication sum 
 
https://www.visnos.com/demos/times-tables 
 
Warm Up: Use the dominoes provided to practice reading 
multiplications sums and linking them to arrays. The child could 
shuffle then link them in the correct order, or if you have time you 
could play a traditional game of dominoes with them. You could 
extend this task by making your own dominoes. 
 
Alternatively, use a dice to roll two numbers to make an array: e.g. 

 
Wider Curriculum 

 
 
P.E: Dance/Aerobics 
 
Today we are dancing to a famous song by a Scottish band 
called The Bay City Rollers. The link to the dance is below. 
 
https://vimeo.com/504860395 
 
Learning Intention: I can copy the steps to the Shang-a-Lang 
dance routine. 
 
If you want to see the fashions worn by the band The Bay City 
Rollers take a look at this link - 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ue3dAqP4io&list=RD_U
e3dAqP4io&index=1 
 
Apparently, these outfits were all the rage in 1974. Mrs 
McBain, Mr Cairney and Miss Knust are obviously all too 
young to know about this!  
 
There is a link below to a group of people doing Scottish 
country dancing which can also be called Ceilidh dancing. 
Unfortunately, at the moment partner type dances and social 
gatherings like a Ceilidh are not possible. 
The dance they are doing in the video is called The Gay 
Gordons. It is one of the most popular Scottish country 

https://vimeo.com/504860395
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ue3dAqP4io&list=RD_Ue3dAqP4io&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ue3dAqP4io&list=RD_Ue3dAqP4io&index=1


->  
 
Practice: For medium use 2x cards, for hot use 2x and 5x, for spicy 
use 2x, 3x and 5x 
 
Shuffle the cards provided and then match them into the correct 
sets – (e.g. 2x3 with 2+2+2 and 6). The first time you complete the 
exercise, make sure that you are counting in groups. Then mix 
them up and try again and try to use memory and maths facts to 
help quickly complete the task. Keep the cards for practice. 
 
Look around the house to see if there are any things that you can 
order into arrays, or that are in arrays already. Use your counting 
in groups to. Lego is great for this, or it can be a good way of finding 
out how many cups are in the cupboard. Share on Teams if you 
can! 
 
Adjustments: If you do not have access to a printer, try using these 
apps. 
 
This game will practise the vocabulary of arrays. 
https://www.education.com/game/candy-shop/ 
 
This game will practise making arrays and placing them in order. 
Try to complete. 
https://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L106/index.html 
 
Teaching Note: Children who are good with words can often 
remember their times tables well before they have any 
understanding of the underlying mathematics. At this age it is a 
skill that we will revisit many times. 
 
Challenge: Look for the word problem sheet and use your 
knowledge of arrays to complete it. 
 
Can you make your own word problems? 

dances. You could watch the couples dancing and see if you 
could pick up the steps. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7fikiE39Ws 
 

 ICT – Dancemat Typing Word Processing  
 
Fluent typing can improve a child’s spelling and solidify their 
links between uppercase and lowercase letter forms. 
 
Learning intention: I can improve my typing speed. 
 
Resources: Access to a keyboard  
 
Activity: Continue with the next level of DanceMat 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr 
 
Steps to success: 

1. Make sure you are sitting comfortably at your 
computer, straight back 

2. Have a look for the letters you need 
3. Place both hands on the keyboard 
4. Try to balance going as fast as you can with being 

accurate!  

 
Challenge: Try to increase your speed. Do not let your 
accuracy slide though! 
 
Adjustments: If you can’t get access to a keyboard, look online 
for alternative apps, such as Kids Typing Lite on Android, or try 
dictation using the Note app. 
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